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Dear Ken Follett, 

A Dangerous Fortune 

This book is a breathtaking study of evil in Victorian England. I found it 

even more powerful this time than the last. The breadth of your vision of 

Victorian society both British and South American -- was astounding. Wouldn't 
modern novels be vastly improved if more writers took history seriously! As with 

the last version, your sex scenes are bewitching, especially the more voyeuristic 
domestic ones such as on pages 319-321 and 412. The violent scenes are brutal, 

and if there was a word like "masturbatorial", I would use it. 

As "history", you have succeeded in conveying the complexity of English 

society between the 1860s and the 1890s. You do this in many ways: the constant 

changes in dress fashion and domestic design, the sly references to political 

events, the occasional odd Victorian word. One of your main achievements in this 

book lies in the way you take the reader out of a sense of "England" as a 
self-contained, little independent island. The fact that the steadiness and 

wealth of England was inextricably bound-up with that of unstable governments in 

South America is crucial. In this version, I was much more intrigued with the 

South American events than I was in the last version. Your portrayal of the 

cateadores, the construction of railways to the capital and to the nitrate mines, 
and the wars provided a bloody backdrop to the "civilized" wars of English 

society. I have enclosed a copy of a letter sent by Adolfo Ballivian (later,~ 
President of Bolivia, and at this time son of General Ballivian) when he was in 

London "on a financial mission" (ie. getting arms and money for war) in 1872. It 



could have been written by Micky (and, by-the-by, General Ballivian has a 

reputation similar to that of Papa). I have also enclosed another document -
addressed to Washington, describing the situation with regards the nitrate mines 
and tensions in these South American countries. The purpose in this is simply 
that I missed any mention to America in the disputes described in the novel. 
After all, these civil wars affected U. S. A. as much as Britain. Also, I was 

surprised that all your attention was focussed on the purchase of arms. What 
about the purchase of ships (which was crucial in these wars)? On page 553 you 
mention the need to build a new harbour in the Santamaria province (by the way, 

is it a coincidence that the province is called Santamaria -- the name of the 
Chilean Minister at the time of the war, 1876?) and the plot revolves around the 

idea that this is simply a plot of raise a loan for the Miranda family. However, 
naval power was important in 1) winning the war and 2) in exporting the minerals. 
You assume it is a desert war. I have to confess to unease in the earlier draft 

of this book about the dominant position given to Micky as the "foreign savage". 

In this version, however, Tonio is more prominent -- and even Micky's cousin is 

shown to be no more than simply politically "interested". Just for fun, I enclose 
an extract from a book entitled Lima. Sketches of the Capital of Peru, 
Historical, Statistical, Administrative, Commercial, and Moral, by Manuel A. 

Fuentes, published in 1866 -- it reminded me of Papa Miranda. 

You portray English "high society" to be unstable. Academic historians are 

partly to blame for stressing stability as against instability at every level of 
English society. Therefore, I applaud what would be called "revisionism" if you 

were writing something more stolid and academic. However, my feeling is that this 

is taken to excess at the end of the book. ~~i.1QIJ~.;":I;:W""~~1:r 
_:1II54i~, lfQuldallow the IrMt Pali8ters to (p. 641) liye withollt ~8Dt,., 
._.~~:their own ..18, and. to wash their own UIl4erclo~ (indeed, I found this 
idea utterly repellent!!). They might force them to live in a modest middle-class 

village and Nora might still prefer a life with her father in a prosperous pub 
(or, even more, with a randy whisky salesman -- by the way, Hugh was clearly a 

lovable lover -- gentle, sweet and all that -- but he never struck me as 
exciting). This is especially true since it was in the interests of the banking 
community to maintain the status of one of their most prominent families, while 

"punishing" them to some extent. 
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Initially, I was uncertain about your portrayal of English education in the 

1860s. In particular, I was worried about the presence in the same school of 

Roman Catholics, Jews, and Methodists. This was especially worrying because it 
seemed clear that the Palister family would not send their son to anything but 

a Wesleyan or -- at the very least -- a nonconformist school. In the 1850s and 
1860s, the Wesleyan Methodist Church ranged itself against State-aided 

denominationalism, arguing in favour of a system providing a Christian 

non-sectarian school. Wesley shared Locke I s contempt for "cockering", so I would 
imagine the Pa1ister's choosing a school which was austere, stern and 

disciplinary. I assume, therefore, that Windfield School is nonconformist. It is 
very similar to Mill Hill School (Protestant Dissenters' Grammar School). This 

school accepted pupils from every denomination and were proud of its cultivation 
of the "Public School Spirit". It was known as the Nonconformist Eton and - 
looking at the Register of Pupils between 1807-98 -- it contains students whose 

fathers were very similar to those of the characters in your novel. Where we are 
told what pupils did after leaving school, they also resemble the characters in 

your novel (ie. leather importers, industrialists, bankers, sharebrokers, 

professors of constitutional law, higher civil servants, tea planters in India, 
businessmen in South Africa, envoys to Japan, politicians, members of the House 

of Lords etc.). What really amazed me, however, was that in the list were a 
number of pupils from South America. Thus, in the 1870s and 1880s, this school 

has pupils from Equador (Guayaquil) and Peru (Lima and Arica). I became 
interested in this school after reading your novels and discovered some things 
which might be relevant. For instance, you have a scene (p. 3) where Edward is 

struggling with his Latin translation. In the 1860s it was complained that the 
boys at Mill Hill school were allowed to prepare their work in classics with the 

aid of a translation -- which "put an end to real honest effort" (Norman G. B. 
James, The History of Mill Hill School, London, 1909, 202). This practice was 
done away with in the 1870s. I have enclosed an extract of the history of Mill 

Hill since it reminded me so much of Windfie1d. In James' later book of 1938 he 

has photographs of the school, and I have enclosed one since (on page 699) you 

mention the new school ha1l "that could seat all the boys"). 

You are sure to have done the research, but my view was thatr. U~. in 

the 1870s wasn't a respectable working-class district. It seems an appropriate j 
place to have a home for unmarried mothers (p. 533) but. 11.".~,~(_u.~ 
_.IC!,*, Would have lived. in thi. distrieJ. Even if he is there for reasons of 
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poverty, there seems no reason for him to stay once his finances improve. A 

history of the area written in 1906 (The Diocese of Southwark, no author, in 

British Library 04429.c.109, p. 44) says: "Southwark [referring to the borough 
within the diocese] was never inhabited by the wealthy and educated •••• the wealth 

of London and Westminister frequented the place for their amusement and 
pleasures, and these at times were low and vicious in character", and describes 

the district as typified by low, mean streets, one-room tenements, a large number 
of lodging houses, and filthy. I've enclosed a description from 1883, marking 
sections which seem to provide interesting description of the inhabitants. 

The dirtiness of Victorian society is still understated. For instance, you 

describe Camden Town (p. 258) in terms of drunks, whores, police patrols, 
sweepers, dogs and cats, but neglect to mention the pervasive smells of vomit, 
urine, sweat, decomposition and faeces. The smells at the ratting event are 

effectively suggested, but not amongst "high society". For instance, on page 309 
you point out that Kingsbridge Manor only had one bathroom. Two implications may 

be drawn: that servants spent much of their time carting water to bedrooms and 

removing urine and faeces from bedrooms, and that even extremely wealthy 
individuals smelt more than we would consider endurable now (either the smell of 

bodily odours or -- if you prefer -- sweet and heavy perfumes). 

In a number of places you deal with the agricultural depression. I have no 

problem with your discussion of this catastrophe on page 518. However, if I were 
wri ting about it on would not have said that the depression 

impoverished some of the•••77"'i~ilies. My view would be that it wasn't until 
the inter-war years that the greatest families began paying the price for the 

agricultural depression of the nineteenth century. Recent work that I have seen 

has argued that we should not exaggerate the effect of the depression on the most 
wealthy families. These families could dispose of their least attractive land and 

enjoy the income from equities probably as large as they had previously derived 
from land. For these families, the effects of the Great Depression were felt 

really in the 1920s when the land really moved from being cherish heirlooms to 
unremunerative assets. 

(';:'\ 
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My interpretation of changes in childcare differs from yours. On page 313 

you write: "As [Liz and Maisie] were washing their children's hands and faces, 
Liz said: 'You know, my mother would never have done this. She only saw us when 

we were scrubbed clean and dressed up. So unnaturaL'" The date is 1879. I have r:;?;\ 
enclosed an extract from Christina Hardyment's history of child-rearing (still,~ 
in my opinion, the best summary). In it she argues that the period 1870 to 1890 

was one of increased divorce of child and parent when compared with mid- century 

child-rearing. It is only in the period after 1890 that we seen child-parent 
relationships taking on a new closeness. 

I had no problems with the divorce. It seems okay. 

Here are a list of minor matters: 

(Cited as: 3.18 meaning page three, line eighteen) 

X 	 53.13 The statement that Hugh "groaned inwardly" at being introduced to Rachel 

by scheming Augusta contradicts the earlier statement that "Hugh could be 

fascinated by any girL ••• " (50.18) 

vi· 	 190.12 Here it sounds as though the only reason a person would go to the Cape 

Colony was some awful disgrace or something. This casts a slur on the good name 

of Dick Turpin. 

/ 	 262.20 Surprised that even a man like Papa would shout such a thing in a 
restaurant. 

>C 	 265.21 In this period The Economist was called The Economist, Weekly Commercial; 
Times and Bankers' Gazette. The shorter version was not adopted until 1929. (But, 

then, the long version seems ludicrous in a novel!) 

. tlHM-W' 
'>( 267.6 If Joel was clawing, why were there no scratches? ~ {¥.;.~ V\ 

/300.16 (also see 444.9) It is 1979 and Disraeli was ennobled in 1876. How 


"recent" is "recently"? I think three years is a long time •••• 
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~ 	310.14 Forgive me for exclaiming but you write that she wounded him six years 

ago! In my view, he did the dirty on her by leaving her in the hands of Augusta! 

j 	315.14 What older children? LL W . 
j ~ ~ V3 cJ.r..A~ // \(.tJ) 
~ 368.9 I was surprised that Hu~h/ and Nora had been invited since Hugh had not been 

visiting the Greenbourne IS,' he had been preoccupied with Nora (who was not 

well-liked), and was of lower social station that Augusta who had to manipulate 
people into sending her an invitation. 

J 	374.21 Am not convinced that Augusta would have overheard the conversation over 

the noise of the national anthem. 

j 408.10 An extra inverted comma. 

~ 411.17 Would Micky have said this in front of Edward? Edward is stupid rather 

than ruthless, I thought. 

>< 	 433. 12 I sn I t th i s too ri sky? 

434.6 Surprised that April did not recognize the beauty-Maisie. It had only been 

a couple of years, and Maisie is not portrayed as having changed dramatically 

(except perhaps a little heavier). 

~ 449.1 Misspelling of Beaconsfield. 

~ 459.16 According to Board of Trade (Labour Department). Report by Miss Collett 

on the Money Wages of Indoor Domestic Servants, H. C. 1899, xcii, p. 13 the money 
wages for a housemaid in London would be £17.5. Extract enclosed (apologies for 

the poor reproduction: I was only able to photocopy it on microfilm). 

~ 503.12 Immediately after one of the most powerful scenes in the novel -- the 
killing of Solly -- the statement that Hugh "winced as if stabbed" seems 
inappropriate. 

vl531.16 They admitted it at the time. 
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)( 	 539.6 In one sentence you mention that one of their benefactors was the owner of 

a brothel, and two sentences later you say that the benefactors sometimes helped 

by providing employment for the mothers after confinement. The implication is 
that employment could be found in brothels. 

658.3 You mention that Micky always washed after sex but in your descriptions of 

the rooms in the brothel (ie. p@YOU do not mention a bowl of water, nor is 

a bathroom (highly unlikely) referred to. 

I enjoyed this version even more than the last. There is something 

unsatisfactory (in my personal opinion) about a book where the evil persons are 
allowed to escape through suicide. Much better to have them killing each other 
off (ah, how I enjoyed Augusta's revenge -- I didn't think it possible for you 

to get us pitying her!) or living a life of exile. Edward also was more fully 
developed in this version. The scene in the brothel on page 573 was delicious. 

When you concluded, I was satisfied. 

(Just one more question, is The Duchess of Sodom a real book? The only 
similar one I know was published in 1776 and isn't pornographic. Why the 

prominence of this book in your novel?) 

Yours sincerely, 

---=-~~",,_o. 

Of\C~ 
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